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I. INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT A

GROWTH, DEVELOPMENT, AND LEARNING
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INSTR.' \\TONAL UNIT A-1.1

Objective: A-1.1
Given the use of the housekeeping center and any of the materials therein,
the trainee will conduct an activity with the children so that (1) the
children interact in assuming roles. (2) thq trainee supports the
children's assumed roles. and (3) the trainee redirects the children's
play to cause themcto assume different roles.

Evaluation Process: A--1.1 The evaluator will observe the trainee's
demonstration of the behavior stated in the objective and will evaluate
that demonstration against the criteria contained in a performance
checklist to be developed.
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT A-1.2

Objective: A-1.2
Given selected video tapes showing children engaged in various activities.'
the trainee will list in writing at least seven techniques used in the
tapes to encourage students to assume leadership roles.;

Evaluation Process: A-1.2 The evaluator will show the video tapes and
will administer a written test designed to elicit from the 'trainee a
listing of techniques used.
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INST'kUCTIONAL UNIT -1.3

Objective A-1.3.1
Allowed the use of any references. the trainee will write an instructional
objective designed to cause awareness of cultural diversity among yourig
children so that the objective contains a statement'of the behavior to
be demonstrated by the student to show-cultural awareness, the conditions
under which the behavior will be demonstrated. and the criteria by which
the behavior will be judged.

_ EValuatiOnProcess: A-1.3.1 The evaluator will receive from the trainee
the written objective and will evaluate it against the criteria stated
in'Objective A-1.3.1.

Objective A-1.3.2 .

Given an.instructional objective designed to cause awareness of cultural
diversity among young children. the trainee will write plans for four
activities to implement.the objective so that the areas, of foods, dress.
customs. and music are included.

Evaluation Process:A-1.3.2 The evaluator will receive from the trainee
the written plans for four activities and will evaluate them against
tie criteria stated in Objective A-.3.2.
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DiSTRUCTIONAL UNIT A-1.4

. ,
Objective A-1.4 . ,

Allowed the use of necessary materials. the trainee will conduct an
original classr.oan activiti, which will prorhote responsibility in young
children according io the criteria stated in the readings included in
the module.

.Evaluation Process: A-1.4 The evaluator will observe the trainee's
demonstration of the behavior stated in the objective and will evaluate
that demonstration against the criteria contained in a performance
checklist to be civeloped.
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-
INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT A-1.5

Objective A-1.5

/Allowed,the.use of all,necessarprsferences. the trainee will write
an instructional plan including ariminimum of five activities which

.

require young nhiidren to practice sharing responses according to
the criteria and specifications developed 'M.-thin the context of the
module.

Evaluation Process: A-1.5 The evaluator will receive from the trainee
Q. the written plan and will evaluate it against the criteria and-

specifications contained in a checklist to be developed.
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Obiective-A=1.6.1 4.

Allowed the use of any references. the trainee will write an
instructional objective designed to develop leadership Qualities
,in young children so that the objective contains'a'statement of
the behavior to be demonstrated by the.student tio'show leadership
Qualities. the conditions under which the behaviM will be
demonstrated. and the criteria by which the behavior will be,judged. '

EvaulatiorMioceis: A-1.6.1 The evaluator will receive from the
trainee the written objective and will evaluate it against the
criteria, stated in Objective A-1.6.1.

'Objective A-1,6.2 '

Given.an.instructional objective 'designed to develop leadership
aualities in young children. the trainee will, write plans for
dive activities to implement the objective including materials
to be used and a method for evaluating the results of theectivities.

/

Evaluation Prdoess: Az-1.6.2 The evaluator will receive from the
trainee the written plans for five activities andwill evaluate.
them against the criteria stated in Objective A-1.6.2.

\
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Objective:

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT A-2:1

0
-

Allowedihse use of all necessary references, the trainee will construct
. a checklist which measures the cognitive lev.i.df the young child1accord-

ing to the criteria provided within the context of the module. *

Evaluation Process: A-2.1.1 The evaluator will receive from the trainee
ttle. written checklist AO Will evaluate it 'against the crtteria stated.in
Objective A-2.1.1.---: .

.

-. \

Objgctive: A-2.1.2 t `\
\

,

Given a cognitive-level checklist, the trainee will measUre the cognitive
level of three young children according to the instructions accompanying.
the iristeument.and the- criterion list pmvided within the 'context of the
module.

:' Evaluation Process: A-2.1.2 The evaluator will observe the \trainee's --
demonstration of the behavior' stated in the objective and will evaluate
that demonstration againstthe criteria contained in a performance checklist
to be developed. ,
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT A-2.2 .°

Objective: '

Given a Profile,of Abilities and Skills for each Of /five wing Children,

and without the use of other references, the trainee will construct in-
structional objectives in the areas of music, art, science, Math, and
social 'science for each child, each containing a behavior, condition, and
.degree, each constructed according to the specifications and criteria
developed in the module,'and each appropriate for the indicated readiness
of the specific'child.

Evaluation Process: A-2.2.1 The evaTuator will redeye from the' trainee
the written objectives'and will evaluate them against the criteria stated

in Objective A-.2.1.

Objective:
Given a behavioral objective and allowed the use of all necessary referencg,

the trainee will list activities sufficient to implement that objective
according to the specifications and criteria developed in the module.

Evaluation Process: A-2.2.2 The evaluator will redeye from.thetrainee
the list of aCtiOties and will evaluate them against the criteria con-.

.tained'in a performance checklist to be developed.
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Objective: A-2.3

Alloyed the use of all necessary ; eferences, materials, and equipment,
the trainee will teach a lesson According to the following criteria:

'(l) Involve a minimum of six bilingual (Spanish- English)`
yOung children..

(2) Utilize role-playing mothods.
(3) Involve children in verbalizing in their primary language,

and
(4) Satisfy all specifications and'criteria stated in the

module.

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT A-2.3

Evaluation Process: A-2.3 The evaluator will observe the trainee's
demonstration of the behavior stated in the objective and will evaluate

- that demonstration 'against the criteria contained in Objective A-2.3
and the criteria contained in a performance checklist to be developed.
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT A-2.4

ti

Objective: A=2.4

.Allowed the use of all necessary references and materials, the trainee
will construct a science interest center which elicits higher order
questions from la minimum of fifty per cent of the class over a three-
day period and conforms to the specifications and criteria established

"-yjthin the context of the module.

Evaluation Process: A-2.4 The evaluator will observe the_trainee's
demonstration of the behavior stated in the objective and will-evaluate
that' demonstration against the criteria contained in a performance check-
list to be developed.
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT A-2.5

Objective: A-2.5.1

Allowed the use of all necessary referendesi the trainee will construct
a minimum of five lesson plans requiring the young child to practice
specified decision-making skills according to the criteria developed
within the context of the module.

Evaluation Process: A-2.'5.1 The evaluator will receive from the trainee 'd
the written plans for'the five lessons and will evaluate them against
the criteria co Mined in a checklist to be developed.

Objective: A=2.5.2

-Allokd -the-opportunity to select fromfive lesson plans designed to
teach decision-makiqg skills and all other necessary materials and equip-
ment, the trainee w411 teach one of the lessons to a minimum of five
children according to the specifications and criteria established with-
in the context )f the module.

4

Evaluation Process: A-2.5.2 The evaluator will observe the trainee's
demonstration of the behavior stated in the objective and will evaluate

h. that demonstration.against the-criteria contained in a performance check-
list to be developed.
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT A-3.1

Objective:. A-3.1

Given the use of all necessary references, the trainee will construct
a Daily Routine Schedule to be used with a series of four, five-hour
and thirty-minute teaching days, including a minimum of five factors
designed to build a sense of security within the children and according
to the criteria stated in the module.

Evaluation Process: A-3.1 The evaluator will receive from the trainee
the Daily Routine Schedule and will evaluate it against the criteria
contained in a performance checklist to'be developed.

16
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT A-3.2

Objective: A-3,2

Allowed the use of all necessary materials, the trainee will teach a

lesson to a group of 10 to 15 young children so that the lesson meets
the followingkcriteria:

(a) Plan must include objectiVe(s) for children at
various ability levels.

(b) Lesson must involve all children in the group.
(c)' Materials must be useful for children at_various

ability levels. ye
(d) Lesson must meet all specifications and criteria

developed within the context of the module.

Lvaluation Process: A-3.2 The evaluator wild observe the trainee's
demonstration of the behavior stated in the/objective and will evaluate

that demonstration against the criteria contained in Objective A-3.2 and
in a performanCe checklist to be developed.
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t'A. INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT A-3.3
x,

Ob ective: A-3.3
GO n three hypothetical situations involving socially inappropriate

. beha fors of young children, the trainee will construct a plan for
modif 'rig the behavior of each child so that the criteria and specifi,
cations outlined within the *text of the module are met.

Evaluati n Process: A-3.3 The evaluator will receive from the trainee
. J the completed plan and will evaluate it against criteria contained in

a checklist to be developed. 1
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INSTRUCTfONAL-UNIT A-3.4

Objective: A-3.4
Given instructional objectives involving one-to-one correspondence for
five levels of ability and allowed the use of all necessary references,
the trainee will construct learning experiences sufficient to implement
those objectives according to the specifications and criteria developed
within the contextof the module.

7.1t,

Evaluation Process: A-3.4 The evaluator will receive from the trainee
the completed learning experiences and will evaluate'them against cri7
teria contained in an evaluation instrument to be developed.
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT A-3.5

Objective: A-3.5

Given five written hypothetical situations and allowed the use of all
necessary references, each eliciting a different mode of expression
within the peer group (i.e., sharing, loving, kindness) the trainee
will write a learning plan for each which will provide a climate for
acceptable modes of peer groups' expression according to the specifi-
cations and criteria developed within the context of the module.

Evaluation Process: A-3.5 The evaluator will receive from the trainee
the completed learning plans and will evaluate them against criteria
contained in an instrument to be developed.

11/
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT A-4.1

Objective: A-4.1

Allowed the use of all necessary references, the trainee will teach a
unit designed to develop the intellectual growth of the child according
to the following criteria:

(1) Unit plans must be selected from math, science, social
science, drama, or music topicv..

(2) Unit must be taught to a minimumof eight young children.
(3) Evaluation must demonstrate intellectual growth in a

minimum offive of the eight .children.
(4) Planning and teaching must meet all specifications and

criteria developed within the context of the module.

Evaluation Process: A-4.1 The evaluator will observe the trainee's
performance and will evaluate that performance against the criteria4
stated in Objective A-4.1 and in a checkliSt to be developed.



D
INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT A-4.2

Objective: A-4.2.1

Allowed the use of all necessary references, the trainee, will develop
checklists designed to measure the social, physical, emotional, and
intellectual growth which conform to the specifications and criteria
described within the context of the module.

_Evaluation Process: A-4.2.1 The evaluator will receive from the trainee
the completed checklists and will evaluate them against criteria con-

'-tained in an evaluation instrument to be developed.

Objective: A:4:2:2

Giveh'a checklist series designed to measure the social, physical,
emotional, and intellectual growth of the young child, the trainee
will.record the progress of a minimum of five chilfren over a two-week
period according to the speCifications and criteria developed within
the context of the module.

Evaluation Process: A-4.2.2 The evaluator will, observe the trainee's
performance' and will evaluate that perform.dce against a checklist to be
developed.

a
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT A-4.3

Objective: A-4.3
r

Given a set of room dimensions, and without the use of other references,
the trainee will construct a plan for interest centers. including a draw-
ing of the room, a list of recommended centers, a list of equipment with-
in each center, and the arrangement of equipment within the center accord-
ing to specifications and criteria developed within the context of the
module.

Evaluation Process: A-4.3 The evaluator will create a test'situation in
which the trainee will construct, without the use of references, the re-
quired plans for the interest centers which will be evaluated according
to a checklist to be developed.
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT A-4.4.

Objective: A-4.4

Without the use of referencei. the trainee will write plans for five
activities which involve parents interacting with students according
to the criteria stated/in the readings listed in the module.

Evaluation Process: A-4.4 The evaluator will create a test situation
in which the trainee will write. without the use of references. 'plans
for the five activities which will be evaluated against the criteria
contained in a checklist to be developed.

24
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT A-4.5

Objective lor-4.5

Given an instructional objective and allowed the use of all available
resources. the trainee wi31 construct a resource file of rateriAls
and services useful in the implementaticn of the giVen objective from
community. state. and national organizations.

Evaluation Process: A-4.5 The evaluator will receive from the trainee
the completed resource file and will evaluate it against the criteria
contained in a checklist to be developed.

25



Objective A-5.1
Without the use of referenceS.ithe trainee will write a list of
safety measures to be obServed in a program for young children
according to the criteria contained in the readings in the module.

EValuation Process: A-5.1 The evaluator will create a test situation
in which the trainee will write. without the usg of-referepces. a list
of safety measures which will be evaluated against the criteria
contained in a checklist to bedeyeloped.'

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT A-5.1

44
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--:--INS#UCTIONALFUNIT

Objective A-5.2.1
Given e_list-oftervinor-skills. the traide will demonstrate
knowledge of motor development by defining each motor skill
according to the definitions developed in the readings listed
in the module. ./

Evaluatibn Process:/ A-5.2.1 The evaluator will create a test
' situation in which the trainee will give definitions for ten

motor skills which will be evaluated according to a checklist
to be developed.

Objective A-5.2.2
Given a list of ten motor skills the trainee will 'demonstrate
knowledge of. motor deve1opment by writing the developmental/
sequence of each skill.'

.t

Evaluation Process: A-5.2:2' The evaluator will create a test
diutation in which the trainee will write the developmental
sequence for each of ten motor skills which will be evalUated
according to a checklist to be developed. /

.10
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT A-5.3

Objective A-5.3 0

Allowed the use of references. the trainee will write daily plans
of activities for a oneweek period to emphasize routine habits
of personal hygiene as stated in'the readings listed in the module.

Evaluation Process: A4.3 The evaluator will receive from the
trainee the written plans of activities and will evaluate them
against the criteria contained in a checklist to be developed.
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT A-5.4

Objective A-5.4 ,

,

Without the use of references. the trainee ;dill write a menu for
one week for young children so that. the menu contains components
of a well-balanced diet as presented in the readings listed in
the module.

Evaluation Process: A-5.4 The evaluator will create a test situation
in which the trainee will write. without the use of references. the
stated menu which will be evaluated-against the criteria contained
in a checklist to be developed.

29
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ThittRUCTIONAL UNIT A-5.5

ry
r

Objective 14-5.5.1
'.<

Without the use of refefences. the trainee will list in writing three

problem behaviors resulting from a pool" die -Vas presented in the reading

materials Within the santext of them9dulv/

Evaluation,,Process: A-5.5.1 The evaluator will create a test situation ,

in which the trainee will list in writing.. without the use of references.
the stated problem behaviors which will be evaluated against A checklist

to be developed.

Objective A -5.5.2
Given a list of three behavior problems resulting from a poor diet.
the trainee will list three charact4ristics of each problem behavior
as stated in the reading materials within the,context of the module.

Evaluation Process: A-5.5.2 The evaluator will create a °test situation
in which the trainee will. list the required characteristics:, which will
be evaluated against a checklist to be developed.
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT A-5.6 -r

Objective A-5.6
Without the use of references. the trainee will write two daily
lesson plans. each of which contains alternating quiet and active
periods.

Evaluation Process: A-5.6 The evaluator will create a test
situation in which the trainee will write. without the use of
references, the two lesson plans which will be evaluated against
a checklist to be developed.

I
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II. INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT B

CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION

32
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT 3-1.1

Objective B-1.1
Allowed the use of all necessary references and materials. the trainee
will build a scalejrodel of a preschool facility so that it includes
all elements of a good indoor and Outdoor physical environment as
stated in the readings included in the'module.

Evaluation Process: B-1.1 The evaluator will receive.from the trainee
the completed scale model and will evaluate it against the criteria
contained in a checklist to be developed.
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT 5-1.2

Objective B-1.2.1
Without the use of references. the trainee will list all of the
furnishings needed in a preschool facility to accommodate 20 children
as stated in the readings included in the module.

EValuation Process: 5 -1.2.1 The evaluator will create a test situation
in which the trainee will list. without the use of references. the
required furnishings which will be evaluated against a checklist to be
developed.

Objective B11.2.2
Allowed the use of a list of necessary furnishings for a preschool,
facility to accommodate 20 children. the trainee will make a scale
drawing of the facility so that it conforms to the criteria stated
in the readings included in the module. '

EValuation Process: B-1.2.2 The evaluator will receive from the
trainee the completed scale drawing which will be evaluated against
the criteria contained in a checklist to be developed.
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INSTRUCITONAL UNIT B-1.3

er

Objective B-1.3.1 \
,

Given a furnished classroom for young children. the trainee will

arrange the furnishings into interest centers according to the criteria
stated in the readings included in the module.

EValuation Process: B-1.3.1 The evaluator will observe the trainee's
performance of arranging the interest centers and will evaluate that
performance against the criteria contained in a checklist to be
developed.

Objective B- 1.3.2,

Given a rlAssroom for young children which has been arranged-into
interest centers. the trainee will arrange the contents of each
interest center according to the criteria stated in the readings-
included in the module.

Evaluation Proc4ss: B-1.3.2 The evaluator will obServe the trainee's
performance of arranging the contents of the interest-a-enters and will
-evaluate that performance against the criteria contained in a checklist
to be developed.

35
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT B-1.4

Objective B-1.4.1
Allowed the use of all necessary resources. the tra.nea will write a
cumulative plan for a full school year for'young children so that the
plan contains broad objectives. units of study. use of resource people.
anticipated trips. special, events, and holidays.

Evaluation PrOcess: B-1.4.1 The evaluator will receive from the trainee
the written cumulative plan and will evaluate it against the criteria
stated in Objective B-1.4.1.

Objective B-1.4.2

AlloOed the use of the cumulative plan for the school year and without
the use of references. the trainee will write a detailed instructional
plan for a one-week period of time so that the plan contains objectives
and implementing activities in the following components of the curriculum:
art. science. music. dramatic play. literature-language. large muscle
activity. and grouptime activity.

Evaluation Process: B-1.4.2 The evaluator will create a test situation
in which the trainee will write. without the use of references. the
detailed one-week instructional plan. which w be evaluated against the
criteria stated in Objective B-1.4.2.

36
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT B-1. S

Objective 3 -1.5.1

Allowed the use of all necessary resources, the trainee will construct
evaluative forms which will be useful in assessing pupil Progress
according to the criteria stated in the readings contained in the nodule.

Evaluation Process: B-1.5.1 The,evaluator will receive fram the trainee
the pupil progress evaluative forms which will be evaluated against
the criteria contained in a checklist to be developed.

Objective B-1.5.2

Given three assigned children, the trainee will write anecdotal records
on each child based upon two separate. ten-minute observations Per day
fol., a period of one week as detailed in the readings contained in
the module.

Evaluation Prtcess: 3 -1.5.2 The evaluator will receive from the trainee
the written anecdotal records which will be evaluated azainst the
criteria contained in a checklist to be developed.

N
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INSTKUCTIONAL UNIT B-1.6

! . Objective B-1.6 .

Without the use of references, the trainee will describe in writing
.... - a minimum of eight factors which contribute to optimal staff relation-
1 ships and at least five factors which disrupt effective staff relation-

ships as stated in the readingsbontained in the module.

k :
1

valuation Process: B-1.6 The evaluator will create a test situation

1
in which the trainee will write, withbut the use of references, the
descriptions of the required factors which will be evaluated against

i
. the criteria contained in a checklist to be developed.'

. \
,

...
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT B-1.7

Objective B-1.7.1

To' indicate an awareness of the health and safety needs of young
children, the trainee will. without the use of references, perform
an arrival inspection with an assigned group of children as described

. in the readings contained in the module.

Evaluation Process: B-1.7.1 The evaluator will observe the trainee's
performance of conducting an arrival inspection and, will evaluate that
performance against the )criteria contained in a checklist to be
developed.

Objective B-1.7.2

Given a group of young children in free play periods both inside and
outside the building. the trainee will. without the use of references,
supervise the children so as to demonstrate concern for their health

/ and safety as described in the readings contained in the module.

Evaluation Process: B-1.7.2 The evaluator will observe the trainee's
performance of supervising free play periods and will evaluate that
performance against the criteria contained in a checklist to be developed.

J
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INSTRUCTIONAL -UNIT BL-1. 8

Objective B-1.8.1
Without the use of references, the trainee will write alone-oaekmenu .

for young children. including both s and snacks, so that the canponents
of a well balanced diet are include stated in the readings contained
in the module.

Evaluation Process: B,1.8.1 The evaluator will create a test situation
in which the trainee will write. without the use of references, the
required menu which will be evaluated against the criteria contained in
a checklist:to be developed.

Objective B-l.8.2
Allowed the thoi of five recipe's from a collection of 25 preViously
compiled by tlie- ee. and given-a group ofyoung:childreh and the
necessary materials and supplies. the trainee will supervise the children
in the' preparation of the five recipes.4Fording to the criteria
contained in the module.,.

Evaluation Process: 19-1.8.2 The evaluator will, obseive the ttiainee's
performance of supervising children in the preparation of recipes and
will evaluate that performance against the criteria contained in a
checklist to be developed.

40
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT 8-2.1

Objective: B-2.1.1

Without the use of references. the trainee will writeta paper on the
development of large muscle skills in young, children so that the paper
contains a statement of the general purpose of such a program; at least
five goals of the program; a definition of at least eight examples each
of large ,muscle locomotor. nonlocomotor. and Manipulative skills, and a
listing of stationary and nonstationaiy equipment and material appropriate
to the development bf.large muscle skills on-the playground as stated-in the readings in the module:

Evaluation Process: 3-2.1.1 The evaluator will create a test siutation
in which the trainee will write, without the use of references, the
required taper on large muscle development which. will-be-evaluated against
the criteria stated in Objective:B-A.i.1-and-tfibse contained in checklist
to' be

Objective: B-2.1.2
Giyen lists of large rotor locomotor and manipulative skill's and without
the use of 'references. the trainee will arrange those skills in the proper
sequence as stated in the readings contained in the module.

Evaluation Process: B-2.1.2 The evaluator, will create a test situation in
which the trainee will arrange. without the use of references, lists of
skills into-tToper sequence according to criteria contained in a checklist
to be.developed.

Objective": B-2.1.3'

Allowed the use of all necessary resources, the trainee will develop a
checklist by which to evaluate a young child's level of performance of
large motor skills so that the checklist contains all skills included
in. the reading in the module and so that the checklist provides for
the recording of ,cumulative information.

Evaluation Process: B-2.1.3 The evaluator will receive from the trainee
the completed checklist and will evaluate it against criteria contained
in an evaluation instrument to be developed.

0
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT 3,2.2

Objective B,2.2.1

.Without the use of references, the trainee will write Plans for at
least,eight activities which aid in the development of small muzzle
coordination in young children so that the plans contain statements of
intended learnings, activities to be conducted, material d and resources
to..be utilized, and methods of evaluating the children'd learning.

Evaluation Process: B,2.2.1 The evaluator will create a test situation
in which the trainee will write, without-the use of references, the
required plans 'kor.eight activities which will be evaluated against
the criteria stated. in Objective Br2.2.1.

Objective 13,2.2.2

Given an assigned group of young children and plans for four activities
to aid in the development of small musrae coordination in young.children.
the trainee will conduct the activities according to. the stated plans.

Evaluation Process: 8,2.2.2 The evaluator will observe the trainee's
performance of conducting the activities and will evaluate that
performance against the performance called for in the stated plans.

Cl
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT B-2. Bi

Objective B-2.3.1
-...

Allowed the us t of all necessary resources: the trainee will develop
a checklist by which to ac'.Aess a young child's dressing skills so that
the checklist contains all skills included in the readings in the
module.

EValuatioh Process: B-2.3.1 The evaluator wi;1 receive from the trainee
the completed checklist and will evaluate, it against criteria contained
in an evaluation instrument to be developed.

Objective B-2.3.2
Without the use, of references, the trainee will write plans for at least
four activities which promote development of dressing skills in young
children so that the plans contain statements of intended learnings,
activities to.be conducted, and methods of evaluating the children's.
learnings.

Evaluation Process: B-2.3.2 The evaluator will create a test situation
in which the trainee will write, without the use of references, the
required plans for four activities which-will be evaluated against the
criteria stated in Objective B-2.3.2.

Objective B-2.3.3

Given an assigned group of young children and plans for four activities
.

to-aid in the development of dressing skills in young children, the
,-trainee will conduct the activities according to the stated plans.

Evaluation Process: B-2.3.3 The evaluator will observe-the trainee's
performance of conducting the activities and will evaluate that
performance against the performance called for in the stated plans.

El
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT 8-2.4

Objective 8-2.4
Without the use of references. the trainee will write a plan for a
day's activities for youhg cbildren so that alternating active and

4 restful activities are included.

EValuation Process: B-2.4 The evaluator will create a test situation
in which the trainee will write. without the use of references, the
required plan for a day's activities which will be evaluated against
the criteria stated in Objective B-2.4.
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT B-2.5

Objective B-2.5

Without the use of references, the trainee will write plans for ten
activities designed to help young children develop routine habits of
personal hygiene so that the plans involve toileting, hand washing.
and tocthbrushine; a list of possible resource' people; the- length of

to_be -devoted- to each a.dtiVity; techniques for redirecting
inappropriate behavior; ways to reinforce appropriate behavior; and
ways of involving the family in extending the desired practices into
'the home.

Evaluation Process: 3-2.5 The evaluator will create a test situation
in which the trainee will write. without the use of references, the
required plans for ten activities which will be evaluated against the
criteria stated in Objective B-2.5.
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Objective B-3.1.1

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT B-3.1

,
Without the use of references, the trainee wi11 write plans for four
activities for a small group of young children in the block area so
that the plans contain statements of learning- in the areas of dramatic
pilkL idbial-inieraction creative construction. and cognition; activities
to be conducted; blocks and accessories to be used; and methods of
evaluating the children's learning.

,4,

Evaluation Process: B-3.1.1 The evaluator will cate a test situation
in which the trainee will writewithout the use of references, the
required plans for four activities which will be evaluated against the
criteria stated in Objective B-3.1.1.

Objective B-3.1.2

Given a small group of young children and plans for four activities
in the block area the trainee will 'conduct the activities according
to the stated plans.

Evaluation Process: B-3.1.2 The evaluator will observe the trainee's
performance of condacting the activities and will evaluate that
performance against the performance called for in the stated plans.
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Objective B-3.2.1

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT B-3.2

Without the use of references. the trainee will write plans for
twelve art activities, three each in the areas of physical. mental.
social. and emotional development. so that the plans contain statements
of intended learnings. the activities to be conducted. the materials
and media to be used -- including crayons. finger paints. easel
painting. cutting and pasting, collage, clay or dough. and printing--
and. methods of evaluating the children's learning.

Evaluation Process: B-3.2.1 The evaluator will create a test situation
in which the trainee will write. without the use of references. the
required plans for twelve activities which will be evaluated against'
the criteria stated in Objective B-3.2.1.

Objective 8 ,3.2.2

Given an assigned group of young children and plans for seven different
art actiVities, the trainee will conduct the activities according to
the stated plans.

Evaluation Process: B-3.2.2 The evaluator will observe the trainee's,
performance of conducting the activities and will evaluate that
performance against the perforgence called for in the stated plans.

1
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT 3-3.3

Objective B-3.3.1

Without the use-of references and allowed the use of equipment,
materials, and,rmasical instruments previously collected, the trainee
will set up a music and listening area for young children according
to the criteria contained_in the_seadings in the module-.

Evaluation Process: B-3.3.1 The evaluator will observe the trainee's
performance of setting up a music and listening area and-will evaluate
that performance against the criteria contained in a checklist to be

Objective B-3.3.2

Given a group of five young children and the use of all materials
and equipment in the music and listening area, the trainee will teach
from a group of fifty songs previously collected by the trainee, two
bicultural songs through the use of instruments and/or records.

Evaluation-Process: B-3.3.2 The evaluator will observe the trainee's
performance of teaching two songs and will evaluate that performance
against the criteria:contained in a checklist to be developed.
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INSTRUCTIONAL, UNIT 8-3.4

, Objective B-3.4.1

Without the use of references. the trainee will write plans for three
activities to help young children develop dance skills so that the
_plans contain statements of intended learnings; the activities to be
conducted; a list of pictures. accessories. instruments, music and
costumes to be used; and methods of evaluating the children's learning.

Evaluation Process: B-3.4.1 The evaluator will create a test situation
in which the trainee will write, without the use of references. the
required plans for three activities which will be evaluated against the
criteria stated in Objective B-3.4.1:

Objective B-3.4.2

Given an assigned group of young children and plans for three different
dance activities, the trainee will conduct the activities according
to the stated plans.

Evaluation Process: B-3.4.2 The evaluator will observe the trainee's
performance of conducting the activities and will evaluate that
performance against the performance called for in the stated plans.

L t-
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Objective B-3.5.1

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT B-3.5

Without_the.use-of-references -. the-trail-Rid-Will write a plan for a
creative woodworking activity for young children so that the plan
contains a statement of intended learnings. the activities to be
condUcted, a list of materials and tools to be used, the safety-pre-
cautions to be observed, and the method of evaluating the children's
learning.

Evaluation Process: B-3.5.1 The evaluator will create a .est situation
in which the trainee will write, without the use of references. the
reauired plan for the woodworking activity whiCh will be evaluated
against the criteria stated in Objective B-3.5.1.

Objective 5-3.5.2
4 Given an assigned group of young children and a plan for a creative

woodwor ;Jig activity for young children. the trainee will conduct
the activity according to the stated plan.

-k "

Evaluation Process: B-3.5.2 T e evaluator will observe the trainee's
performance of conducting the activity and will evaluate that
performance against the performance called for in the stated plans.-
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INSTRUCTIONAL WIT B-4.1

Objective B-4.1.1- -_________
Without the use of references. the,trainee will write plans for five
activities to develop.young children's basic mathematical concepts so
that the Plans contain statements of intended learnings. the activities
to be conducted. the materials and equipment to be used. and methods
of evaluating the children's learnings and so that each plan integrates
mathematical concepts into a different curriculum area.

Evaluation Process: B-4.1.1 The evaluator will create a test situation
in which the trainee will write. without the use of references. the
required plang for five activitiesmhich will be evaluated against the
criteria stated in Objective B-4.1.1.

ective B-4.1.2

Given an assigned group of young children and a plan for an activity.
o develop mathematical concepts in young children through the use of a

el board. the trainee will conduct the activity according to the
ted plan. '

Eval .tion Process: B-4.1.2 The evaluator will observe the trainee's-
performance of conducting the activity and will evaluate that
perforMance against the performance called for in the stated plan.

Objective 101-4.1 3

Given an assigned group of young children and a plan for an activity to
develop mathematical concepts in young children through the use of blocks.
the trainee will conduct the activity according to the stated plan..

Evaluation Process: B-4.1.3 The evaluator will observe the trainee's
performance of conducting the activity and will evaluate that performance
*against the performance called for in the stated plan.
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT 3,4.2

Objective B-4.2.1 .
..,/

Without the use of references. the trainee wiTI write plans for six
activities to develop science concepts in young children so that the
plans net the following criteria;

a. there are two statemahts of intended learning in each of
three science areas -- biological, physical, and chemical;

b. activities to cause the stated learnings are listed;
c. materials necessaryito the conduct of the activities are

listed;

d. methods of evaluating the children's learnings are stated.

Evaluation Process: B-4.2.1 The evaluator will create a test situation
in which the trainee will write, without the use of references, the
required plans for six activities which will be evaluated against
the criteria stated in Objective B-4.2.1.

Objective B-4.2.2
*Given an assigned Troup of young children and a plan for an activity to
develm science concepts in young children in each of three science
areas -- biological, physical, and chemical ---the trainee will conduct
the activities according to the stated plans.

O

Evaluation Process: B-4.2.2 The evaluator will observe the trainee's
performance of conducting the activities and will evaluate that performance
against the performance called for in the stated plans.
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT 13-14.3

Objective 43.1
Without the use of ref rences. the trainee will write four plans for
dramatic play activiti s for young children (011e, each for the areas
of self - concept develo t. interaction with peers and adults..
relationship of school activities to home life, and understanding of
community helpers?, so that the plans contain statements of intended
student learnings. activities to be conducted, equipment and resources
to be used. and methods of evaluating the children's learnings.

EValuation Process: B-4.3.1 The evaluator will create atest'situation
in which the trainee will write. without the use of references. the
required plans for four dramatic play activities which will be evaluated
against the criteria stated in Objective 4.3.1:

'Objective 3-4.3.,2-

Given an assigned group of young children and a plan for a dramatic play
activity in the area of social studies, the trainee will conduct the
activity according to the stated plan.

EValuation Process: B-4.3.2 The evaluator will observe the trainee's
performance of conducting the activity and will evalilate that performance
against the performance called for in the stated plan.

1
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'INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT B-4.4

/.4

01-lective B-4.4

Allowed the choice of a recipe from a collection of recipes of foods
from five cultures previously collected and the necessary Materials and
equipMent. the trainee Will yrepaielthe dish according to the i-ecipe
for a grouP of young children.'

Evaluation Process: B-4.4 The. evaluator will observe the trainee's
performance of preparing the dish froithe chosen recipe and
evaluate the performance against the criteria contained in a checklist

.to be developed.

5 4 ,
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT B=5.1

a

»044; ,

----Objective B-5.1.1 ,

Without the use of references, the trainee will write plans for three
activities to develop communication skills in youhg children so that
plans contain statements of intended learnings; activities to be
conducted; materials and resources to be used including drama Ictures,
objects, animals, ,or trips; and methods of evaluating the ldren's
learnings.

Evaluation Prodess: B-5.-1.1 The evaluator will create a test situation
in which the trainee will write, without the use of references, the
required plans for three activities which will be evaluated against the
criteria stated in Objective B-5.1.1.

Objective 3-5.1.2-.

Given an assigned group of young children and a plan for an/aCtivity
toldevelop communication skills in young children, the trainee will
conduct the activity according to the stated plan.

:
Evaluation Process: B-5.1.2 Vfl heevaluator will observe the trainee's

,.- performance of conducting the activity and will eyaluate that performance
. r . against the performance called for in the stated7plan.
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT B-5.2

Objective B-5.2.1

Without the use of references. the trainee will, write plans for
three activities to develop listening skills in young children so
that the plans contain statements of intended learnings; activities
to be conaucted;,materials and resources to be used including rhymes
and riddles. fingerplays.-listening centers. records. stories. or
rhythm instruments; and methods of evaluating children's learnings.

Evaluation Process: B-5.2.1 The evaluator will create a test situation
in which the trainee will write. without the use of references. the
required plans for three activities which will be evaluated against
the criteria stated in Objective B-5.2.1. -

Objective_B-5.2.2
Given an assigned group of young children and a plan for an activity
to develop listening skills in young children. the trainee will
conduct the activity according to the stated plan.

Evaluation Process: B-5.2.2 The evaluator will observe the trainee's
performance of conducting the activity and will evaluate that performance
against the performance called for in the stated plan.

Objective' 3- 5.2.3

Allowed the use of references and all necessary materials and equipment.
'tne trainee will set up a listening center for young children
according to the criteria contained in the readings in the module.

(Note: This was done in B-3.35

Evaluation Process: B-5.2.3 The evaluator will observe the trainee's
performance of setting up the listening center and will evaluate that

---performance against the criteria contained in a checklist to be developed.
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT B-5.3

Objective B-5.3
Given the choice of a book
previously compiled by the
children. the trainee will
the criteria for successful
included in the module are

from an approved list of fifty books

trainee and an assigned group of young
read the book to the children so that
story reading as stated in the readings

met.
d

Evaluation Process: B-5.3 The eValuator will observe the trainee's
performance of reading the story and will evaluate that performance
against the criteria contained in'a checklist to be developed.

et
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT B-5.4

Objective B-5.4.1

Without the use of references, the trainee will write plans for
five activities to develop language skills in young children through
the use of finger plays. poems, and nursery rhymes so that the plans
contain statements of intended learnings, activities to be conducted,
materials to be used (selected from a list of 20 finger plays, 20 Poems,
and 10 nursery rhymes previously collected by the trainee), and methods
of evaluating children's' learnings.

Evaluation Process: B-5.4.1 The evaluator will create a test situation
in which the trainee will write, without the use of references, the
required-plans for five activities which will be evaluated against the
criteria stated in Objective B-5.4.1.

Objective B-5.4.,2

Given an assigned group of young children and plans for five different
activities to develop language skills in young children through the use of
finger plays, poemsf and nursery' rhymes, the trainee will conduct the
activities according to the stated plans.

Evaluation Process: B-5.4.2 The evaluator will observe the trainee's
performance of conducting the activities and will evaluate that

\ performance against the performance called for in the stated plans.
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. III. INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT C

THE ROLE OF RELATED AGENCIES
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT C-1

Objective:' C -1

Given a list of ten professional organizations, and without the use of
references, the trainee will list the stated goals and purposes of each
organization.

Evaluation Process: C-1 The evaluator will.create & test situation in
which the trainee will list, without the use of references, the goals
and purposes of professional organizations which will be evaluated
against the criteria stated in Objective C-1.

60
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT C-2

Objective: C-2

Given a list of the early childhood education programs currently being
implemented in the SFDRCISD, and without the use of references, the
trainee will describe, in writing, the stated rationale, purposes,
and/or goals of each.

/,.

Evaluation Process: C-2 The evaluator will create a test situation in
which the trainee will describe, in writing and without the use of re-
ferences, the required rationale, purposg!s, and/or goals which will be
evaluated against the criteria stated in Objective C-2:
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT C-3

Objective:. C-3

Allowed the use of all necessary references, the trainee will teach a
lesson designed to use materials from local, state, and national
sources, according to the specifications and criteria provided within
the context of the module.

Evaluation Process: C-3 The evaluator will observe the,trainee's
performance of teaching and will evaluate that performarice against_
the criteria contained in a evaluation instrument to be developed.



INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT C -4

ective: C-4

Without the use of references, the trainee will list three professional
organizations related to the field of early childhood education, three
professional journals related to the field of early childhood education,
and two issues, trends, or innovations in early childhood education.

Evaluation Process: C-4 The evaluator will create a test situation in
which the trainee will respond in writing without the use of references, and
will be evaluated against the criteria stated in Objective C-4.

t A
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT C-5

Objective: C-5
Allowed the use of all necessary references, the trainee will teach a
lesson involving resource personnel from a local, state, or national
organization according to the criteria developed within the context of
the module.

Evaluation,Process: C-5 The evaluator will observe the trainee's
performance of conducting the lesson and will evaluate that performance
against the performance called for in Objective C-5:

L,_
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT C-6

Objective: C-6

Allowed the use of all necessary references, the trainee will arrange
his classroom according to the guidelines developed by the local, state,
and national organizations and the specifications and criteria stated
in the module.

Evaluation Process: C-6 The evaluator will observe the'trainee's per-
formance and will evaluate that performance against the performance
checklist to be developed.
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Objective: C-7.1

Allowed the use of all necessary references the trainee will construct
a plan for a lesson involving an elderly community representative accord-
ing to the specifications and criteria outlined within the context of
the module.

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT ea.7

Evaluation Process: C-7.1 The evaluator will receive from the trainee the
completed plan and will evaluate it against criteria contained in the
evaluation instrument to be developed.

Objective: C-7.2
Given a lesson plan involving an elderly community representative and
allowed the use of all necessary references, the trainee will to h
the lesson according to the specifications and criteria deve with-
in the context of the module.

Evaluation Process: C-7.2 The evaluator will.observe the trainee's
demonstration of the behavior stated in the objective and will evaluate
that demonstration against the criteria contained in a checklist to be
developed.
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT C-8

Objective: C-8
Given a form for recording the results of parent contacts, thettrainee
will construct a record of contacts over a period of six weekslaccord-
ing to the criteria developed within the context of the module:

Evaluation Process: C-8 The evaluat6r will observe the trainee's .

demonstration of the behavior stated in the objective and evaluate
that demonstration against the criteria contained in a perforilance check-
list to be developed.
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Objective: d-9

Allowed the use of all necessary references, the trainee will construct
a plan for public relations activities, including the following:

(a) A minimum of five methods of communicating school
activities to the public,

(b) A minimum of five activities which Aelp to establish
effective public relations,

(c) Appropriate publicity for each of the activities,
(d) All methods and activities conforming to the specifications

and criteria developed within the context of the module.

Evaluation Process C-9 The evaluator will receive from the trainee the
completed plan and will evaluate it against criteria contained in an
evaluation instrument to be developed.

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT C-9
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INSTRUCTrONAL UNIT C-10

dbjective: C-10.1
Allowed the use of all necessary references and materials, the trainee
will administer a Project Learning Development Test to a minimum of
three young children according to the instructions provided with the
instrument.

Evaluation Process: C-10.1 The evaluator will observe the trainee's
performance of administering the test and will evaluate that performance
against the performance contained in an evaluation instrument to be
developed.

Objective: C-10.2

Allowed the use of all necessary references and materials, the trainee
will interpret: the results,, of the Piaget Learning Development Test to
a parent so that the parent can verbalize his concept of the child's
developmental stage ancrso that the interpretation meets.with the cri-
teria established within the context of the module.

4' Evaluation Process/C-10.2 Th evaluator will observe the trainee's
performance and will evaluate that performance against a performance
checklist to be/developed.

I.
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT C-11

Objective: C-11

Allowed the use of kll necessary references and equipment, the traine
will construct a plian for the involvement of parents from Spanish- Speak-
ing backgrounds in htis curriculum so that it meets with the criteria and
specMcations,descr\bed in the module.

Evaluation Process: C-11 The evaluator will receive from the trainee the
completed plan and will evaluate it against criteria contained in an
evaluation instrument to be developed.

/
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT C-12

Objective: C-12

Allowed the use of all references, the trainee will construct a plan for
conducting home-visit interviews according to the specifications and cri-
teria developed within the context of the module.

Evaluation Process: C-12 The evaluator will receive from the trainee the
completea plan and will evaluate it against criteria contained in an eva-
luation instrument to be developed.
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r INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT C-13

Objective: C-13
_

Allowed the use of all necessary references, the trainee will construct a
plan for a three-day work schedule designed to involve bilingual personnel
in his classroom so that the bilingual person is used for translation pur-
poses and at least four other purposes and so that the plan meets all spe-
cifications and criteria outlined within the module. . ,

Evaluation Process: C-13 The evaluator will receive from the trainee the
completed plan and will evaluate it against criteria contained in an
evaluation instrument to be developed.

\
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT C-14

Objective: C-14

Allowed the use of all necessary references, the trainee will construct
a plan for a program involving parents as teacher aids in a minimum of
ten different situations, according to the criteria and specifications
outlined within the module.

Evaluation-Process: C-14 The evaluator will receive from-the-trainee
the completed plan and will evaluate it against criteria contained in
an evaluation instrument to be developed.

0
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT C-15

Objective: C-15.1

Without the use of references, the trainee will list a minimum of 20
occupations within the community suitable for inclusion in a curriculum
desjgned for young children and meeting the criteria stated in thee,
module.

Emaluation_Erocess.:___The-evaluatar-will-create-a-test-situationin-Which-------
the trainee will list, without the use of references, a list of occupa-
tions which will be evaluated against the criteria contained in a check-
list to be developed.

Objective: C-15.2 .

Given an occupational role, the trainee will construct a plan for involv-
ing a minimum of-five local resource personnel from that occupational
role in the classroom learning experiences so that all specifications and
criteria stated in the module are met.

Evaluation Prdcess: C-15.2 The evaluator will receive from the trainee
the completed plan and will evaluate it against criteria contained in an
evaluation instrument to be developed.
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT'C-16

Objective: C-16.1

Given simulated situations, involving the three types of parent-teacher
conferences, the trainee will construct a. plan for conducting the con-
ferences according to the criteria and specifications outlined within the
module.

Evaluation Proc_e_s_s_i_C-16,_L__The_e_v_aluitor_wil 1 recei_v_e_from thetra-i-nee
the completed plan and will evaluate it against criteria contained in
an evaluation instrument to be developed.,

Objective: C-16.2

Given a plan for conducting one type of parent-teacher conference and
allowed the use of all necessary references, materials, and equipment,
the trainee will conduct a sAmplated conference so that it follows the
plan.

Evaluation Process: C-16.2 The evaluator will observe the trainee's
performance of conducting the confe-ence and will evaluate that per-
forMance against the performance called for in the stated plans.

ge
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT C-17

Objective: C-17
Without the use of references, the trainee will construct a plan for
involving the male parent in his instructional program in a minimum
of ten different ways over a one-semester period according to the .

specifications and criteria outlined within the context of the module.

k,Evaluation Process: C-17 The evaluator will receive from the trainee
--corgrtated plan and-wit-1 evaluate-tteagai criteria contained

in an evaluation instrument to be developed.



INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT C-18

Objective: C-18
Without the use of references, the trainee will describe in writing the
services of a minimum of five community resource people useful in develop-
ing learriing experiences for the young child so that the descriptions
meet the specifications and criteria of the module.

4.)

Evaluation Process: C-18 The evaluator will create a test situation in
_which_the_trainee_wiTLdescribe__in_wr_i_ting,without, the - -usc. of -references-,-

the required information and will evaluate it against criteria,contained
in an evaluation instrument to be developed.
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT C-19

_Objective: C-19

Without the use of references the trainee will write an essay including
a minimum 4 five ways a teachqr may establish and maintain communications
with parents and a discussion of why it is important to establish and
maintain that communication.

Evaluation Process: C-19 The evaluator will create a. test situation in
which-the -trainee-will-write, without tn- use' of references an essay
which will be evaluated against the criteria stated in4pbjective C-19.
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT'C-20

Objective: C-20

even an instructional topic, the trainee will construct a plan for a
eld trip according to the specifications and criteria developed

within the context of the module.

Evaluation Process: C-20 The evaluator will receive from the trainee
the completed plan and will evaluate it against criteria contained
in-an-evaluati on- instrument to -be-developed.
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'INSTRUCTIONAL -UNIT 4t-21

Objective: C-21

Allowed the use of all necessary references and equipment, the trainee
will conduct an'orientation of his school program for parents according
to the specifications and criteria developed within the context of the
module.

Evaluation Process: C-21 The evaluator will observe the trainee's per-,-
formance of conducting the orientation and will evaluate that performance
against the criteria contained in an evaluation instrument to be developed.



INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT C-22

Objective: C-22
Allowed the use of all necessary references, the trainee will conduct
a,conference. designed to teach parents to work with young children at
home so that the conference meets with the specifications and criteria
developed within the context of the module.

Evaluation Process: C-22 The evaluator wiYT bbserve the trainee's
performance of conducting the conference 41d will evaluate that per-
formance against criteria contained in anTevaluation instrument to be
developed.
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT C-23

Objective: C-23

Allpwed the use'of all necessary materiais'and references, the trainee
will conduct a parent conference designed to obtain positive and ncgar
tive feedback related to the school prograni so that it meets with the

. specifications and criteria outlined Within the context of the module.

--Evaluation Process:-C=23 The evaluator will Observe-the trainee's
performance of conducting the conference and will evaluate that per-
formance against criteria containedin an evaluation instrtment to be A

developed.
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. INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT C-24

Objective: C-24 ,

Without the use of references, the trainee will write' an essay on
establishing communication and rapport with school administrators
so that it includes at least a discussion of the SFDRCISD adminis-
-trative structure, the roles of each administrator, and specific
suggestions for establishing and niafhtaining effectvie communication
and rapport.

Evaluation Process: C-24 The evaluator will create a test situation
in which the trainee will write an essay and will evaluate it against
criteria contained in an evaluation instrument to be developed.
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT C-25

Objective: C-40
Allowed t4 use,;..of all necessary references, the trainee will construct
the plan for an activity demonstrhting his communidative and interpersonal
skills with teacher aids so that the plan meets with the specifications
and criteria established in the module.

Evaluation Process: The evaluator will receive frOm the trainee the
completed plan and will evaluate it against criteria contained in an
evaluation' nstrument to be developed.

ObjeCtive: -25.2 _

d-.the-use-of-a-1-1-neCessary references, the trainee will implement
the plan for demonstrating his communicative and interpersonal skills
with( teacher aids so that the demonstration meets with the specifications
and criteria established within the context of the module.

Evaluation Process: C-25.2 The evaluator will observe the trainee's
performande of implementing the plan and will evaluate that performance
against the performance called for in the stated plans and against
criteria contained in an evaluation instrument to be developed.


